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Ergonomics 

Ergonomic seating is vital for well being in the workplace.

Well being improves motivation, productivity and energy levels, 

Employers should consider ergonomic seating for their work force.

The challenge to overcome the diversity of different body shapes and sizes

resulted in the development of these highly engineered 

affordable posture solutions.
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Estimates show that 50million working days
are lost due to absence each year, at a cost to the UK

      economy of £5billion
• 75% of the working population of the UK are chair bound for more than 6 hours per day

• Back pain is a major cause of discomfort and absence from work

• Lower back pain is the second largest cause of office absence in Europe

• Lower back pain is the second largest cause of long term sickness

• Lower back pain is the largest cause of disability for workers under the age of 45

• 40% of the population are affected by back pain

• Estimates show that for each person off sick with back pain, 13 others will suffer in silence

“All the above information points towards the necessity
for seating that offers adequate, variable and flexible
support which can be adjusted sufficiently to suit the

majority of the workforce.”

Gilly Fairhurst 
Bsc (hons) Physiotherapy, HCPC registered, 

Member of ACPOHE, Level 1 DSE training.

“Working in partnership to address posture
issues and provide positive preventative and

corrective solutions.”



ME shown in Camira 
Sprint Champion
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... One-chair-fits-all innovation. 
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Me 
- Me, You, Everyone.

A seating solution with everyone in mind. 
‘Me’ provides adjustments that adapt the chair to suit users of all sizes, by utilizing a unique 
twin seat slide system, ratchet back height adjustment and multi-functional arms. 
The versatility of the range is further enhanced by a choice of 3 back rests - 
Posture, Task & Task Mesh. 
‘Me’  reduces the need for replacement chairs and provides a one-stop chair solution for 
Facility Managers.

Features:
3-lever Independent mechanism
Adjustable body tension control
Integral twin seat slides 125mm travel
Ratchet back height adjustment
Adjustable mesh lumbar panel 
Flex-front seat
3 Ergonomic backrest options
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Green Thinking
ACTIV Me also boasts 95% recyclable 
credentials at the end of its natural life. 
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Quattro shown in 
Camira Sprint Silver
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Quattro
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... Ergonomic excellence. 



Quattro 
- High performance. Maximum adjustability.

Providing long term posture solutions to all users in all environments.
Distinctive, unique total ergonomic comfort when support is required for long periods.    
Quattro has enhanced profiles to ensure perfect body contact throughout.
Quattro supports the four principal spine curves providing 
cervical, thoracic, lumbar and pelvic comfort throughout the working day.
The concept of multi-adjustability is embraced setting new standards for task and posture 
chair functionality and performance.

Features:
4-lever Independent mechanism
Additional forward seat tilt
Adjustable body tension control
Integral seat slide 50mm travel
Ratchet back height adjustment
Flex-front seat
Inflatable lumbar support
4 Ergonomic backrest options
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Green Thinking
ACTIV Quattro also boasts 95% recyclable 
credentials at the end of its natural life. 
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i-Dentity shown in Camira Sprint Hurdle
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iDentity
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...Balancing comfort and motion. 



iDentity 
- Modern ergonomics for the everyday user.

Designed with the every day user in mind.
 iDentity provides complete back, neck and pelvic support 

through a modern and easy to use mechanism and generous comfort profiles.
  Ergonomic feature rich, iDentity is an every day posture solution.

Features:
Independent dynamic mechanism
Supportive free-float facility 
Anti-shock release
Additional forward seat tilt
Adjustable body tension control
Integral seat slide 75mm travel
Ratchet back height adjustment
Flex-front seat
Inflatable lumbar support
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Green Thinking
ACTIV iDentity also boasts 95% recyclable 
credentials at the end of its natural life. 
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Quantum shown in Camira 24/7 Pendulum
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Quantum
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...Stable, Strong, Confident.



Quantum
- Stable, Strong, Confident.  

A robust, highly ergonomic posture chair, designed to withstand 
the toughest of environments. 
Complete with generous spine shape support, simple adjustments, 
heavy duty gas lift and polished base, 
Quantum provides maximum performance all day, every day. 

Features:
Synchronised mechanism with pelvic support control
Additional forward seat tilt
Single revolution heavy duty body tension control
Integral seat slide 50mm travel
Ratchet backrest height adjustment
Inflatable lumbar support
Heavy duty gas lift
Chrome base with footgrips
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Green Thinking
ACTIV Quantum also boasts 95% recyclable 
credentials at the end of its natural life. 


